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Blood and Gold
2001-10-09

national bestseller the vampire chronicles continue as the great
vampire marius returns the golden haired marius true child of the
millennia once mentor to the vampire lestat always and forever
the conscientious foe of the evil doer reveals in his own intense
yet inti mate voice the secrets of his two thousand year existence
once a proud senator in imperial rome kidnapped and made a
blood god by the druids marius becomes the embittered protector
of akasha and enkil queen and king of the vampires in whom the
core of the supernatural race resides we follow him through his
heartbreaking abandonment of the vampire pandora through him
we see the fall of pagan rome to the emperor constantine and the
horrific sack of the eternal city itself at the hands of the visigoths
bravely marius seeks a new civilization in the midst of glittering
constantinople only to meet with the blood drinker eudoxia we see
him ultimately returning to his beloved italy where after the
horrors of the black death he is restored by the beauty of the
renaissance we see him become a painter living dangerously yet
happily among mortals giving his heart to the great botticelli to
the bewitching courtesan bianca and to the mysterious young
apprentice armand moving from rome to florence venice and
dresden and to the english castle of the secret scholarly order of
the talamasca the novel reaches its dramatic finale in our own
time deep in the jungle where marius having told his life story
seeks some measure of justice from the oldest vampires in the
world

Blood and Gold, Or, The Story of Marius
2001
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the golden haired marius true child of the millennia once mentor
to the vampire lestat always and forever the concientious foe of
the evil doer reveals in his own intense yet intimate voice the
secrets of his two thousand year existence

Blood and Gold
2002-10-29

rice writes with her usual erotic and historically evocative flair
people once a proud senator in imperial rome marius is kidnapped
and forced into that dark realm of blood where he is made a
protector of the queen and king of the vampires in whom the core
of the supernatural race resides through his eyes we see the fall of
pagan rome to the emperor constantine the horrific sack of the
eternal city at the hands of the visigoths and the vile aftermath of
the black death ultimately restored by the beauty of the
renaissance marius becomes a painter living dangerously yet
happily among mortals and giving his heart to the great master
botticelli to the bewitching courtesan bianca and to the mysterious
young apprentice armand but it is in the present day deep in the
jungle when marius will meet his fate seeking justice from the
oldest vampires in the world

BLOOD AND GOLD
2001

the great vampire marius returns

Blood And Gold
2008-12-02
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soon to be a major tv show from the network behind the walking
dead w hen i found rice s work i absolutely loved how she took
that genre and made it feel so contemporary and relevant sarah
pinborough bestselling author of behind her eyes rice wrote in the
great tradition of the gothic ramsey campbell bestselling author of
the hungry moon the 8th novel in anne rice s internationally
bestselling vampire chronicles here is the glorious and sinister life
of marius patrician by birth scholar by choice and one of the oldest
vampires of them all from his genesis in ancient rome to his
present day we follow the story of this aristocratic and powerful
killer his is a tale that spans the breadth of time when the
visigoths sack his city marius is there with the resurgence of the
glory of rome he is there still searching for his lost love pandora so
prevalent is marius that it is he who gives the dark gift to the
illustrious vampire armand intertwined with the stories of a
magnificent pantheon of the undead this account of marius is the
most wondrous and mind blowing of them all

Blood and Gold
2001

the exotic and sinister story of one of the oldest vampires of them
all which sweeps from his genesis in ancient rome to his encounter
in the present day with a creature of snow and ice marius patrician
by birth scholar by choice criss crosses with many others from the
pantheon of the undead

Blood and Gold Header
2002-11-01

soon to be a major tv show from the network behind the walking
dead w hen i found rice s work i absolutely loved how she took
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that genre and made it feel so contemporary and relevant sarah
pinborough bestselling author of behind her eyes rice wrote in the
great tradition of the gothic ramsey campbell bestselling author of
the hungry moon a vampire chronicles novella from the
internationally bestselling anne rice a vampire in the italian age of
gold sixteen years old vittorio is the sole survivor of a bizarre and
violent massacre at his father s tuscan palazzo escaping to the
florence of cosimo de medici he seeks vengeance and retribution
but though he has been saved from death by a mysterious woman
he finds himself at the mercy of demonic bloody nightmares war
and political intrique and beyond even these perils vittorio faces
being torn apart by a dangerous love against a backdrop of the
wonders both sacred and profane of rennaisance italy with it s art
and ferocity angels and demons anne rice introduces a seductive
new character and creates a passionate traggic legend of doomed
young love and lost innocence

Vittorio, The Vampire
2013-01-31

an international bestseller and beloved cultural touchstone anne
rice s classic novel interview with the vampire starts where bram
stoker and the hollywood versions leave off and penetrates
directly to the true fascination of the myth chicago tribune but that
s only the beginning over the course of twelve interwoven novels
rice crafts a richly imagined magnificently transporting epic
around her chilling charismatic antihero lestat an aristocrat in the
heady days of pre revolutionary france who lives to become a rock
star in the demonic shimmering 1980s lestat rushes through the
centuries in search of others like him seeking answers to the
mystery of his eternal terrifying existence now with the publication
of the complete series in one convenient ebook bundle there has
never been a better time to devour the entirety of the vampire
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chronicles gathered here are the ten books that comprise the
original saga interview with the vampire the vampire lestat queen
of the damned the tale of the body thief memnoch the devil the
vampire armand merrick blood and gold blackwood farm blood
canticle as well as the two books of the new tales of the vampires
pandora vittorio the vampire praise for the novels of anne rice
brilliant rice s undead characters are utterly alive the new york
times book review if you surrender and go with her you have
surrendered to enchantment as in a voluptuous dream the boston
globe frightening sensual anne rice will live on through the ages of
literature to read her is to become giddy as if spinning through the
mind of time to become lightheaded as if our blood is slowly being
drained away san francisco chronicle unrelentingly erotic
sometimes beautiful and always unforgettable the washington
post rice has created universes within universes traveling back in
time as far as ancient pre pyramidic egypt and journeying from
the frozen mountain peaks of nepal to the crowded sweating
streets of southern florida los angeles times fiercely ambitious
nothing less than a complete unnatural history of vampires the
village voice

The Complete Vampire Chronicles 12-
Book Bundle
2013-03-25

a través de inmortal marius esta fantasía histórica narra sus días
como senador de la roma imperial la caída de roma su vida entre
druidas su misión como protector de los reyes de los vampiros
akasha y enkil los horrores de la peste negra y el esplendor del
renacimiento en italia se conoce con un misterioso joven armand y
después del conocimiento viajan de roma a florencia de venecia a
dresden y de allí hasta el castillo inglés de la orden de talamasca
para alcanzar el mundo de hoy día
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Sangre y Oro
2004

see the difference read 1 bestselling author anne rice in large print
about large print all random house large print editions are
published in a 16 point typeface in the latest installment of the
vampire chronicles anne rice summons up dazzling worlds to bring
us the story of armand eternally young with the face of a botticelli
angel armand who first appeared in all his dark glory more than
twenty years ago in the now classic interview with the vampire the
first of the vampire chronicles the novel that established its author
worldwide as a magnificent storyteller and creator of magical
realms now we go with armand across the centuries to the kiev rus
of his boyhood a ruined city under mongol dominion and to ancient
constantinople where tartar raiders sell him into slavery and in a
magnificent palazzo in the venice of the renaissance we see him
emotionally and intellectually in thrall to the great vampire marius
who masquerades among humankind as a mysterious reclusive
painter and who will bestow upon armand the gift of vampiric
blood as the novel races to its climax moving through scenes of
luxury and elegance of ambush fire and devil worship to
nineteenth century paris and today s new orleans we see its
eternally vulnerable and romantic hero forced to choose between
his twilight immortality and the salvation of his immortal soul

The Vampire Armand
2002-10-29

anne rice creator of the vampire lestat the mayfair witches and the
amazing worlds they inhabit now gives us the first in a new series
of novels linked together by the fledgling vampire david talbot who
has set out to become a chronicler of his fellow undead the novel
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opens in present day paris in a crowded café where david meets
pandora she is two thousand years old a child of the millennia the
first vampire ever made by the great marius david persuades her
to tell the story of her life pandora begins reluctantly at first and
then with increasing passion to recount her mesmerizing tale
which takes us through the ages from imperial rome to eighteenth
century france to twentieth century paris and new orleans she
carries us back to her mortal girlhood in the world of caesar
augustus a world chronicled by ovid and petronius this is where
pandora meets and falls in love with the handsome charismatic
lighthearted still mortal marius this is the rome she is forced to
flee in fear of assassination by conspirators plotting to take over
the city and we follow her to the exotic port of antioch where she
is destined to be reunited with marius now immortal and haunted
by his vampire nature who will bestow on her the dark gift as they
set out on the fraught and fantastic adventure of their two
turbulent centuries together look for anne rice s new book prince
lestat and the realms of atlantis coming november 29 2016

Pandora
2010-11-17

an annotated cosmology of anne rice s vampiredom from a kasha
to z enobia all fifteen books of the vampire chronicles detailed by a
longtime anne rice reader and scholar the who what where why
and often how of her beloved characters mortal and im brought
together in a book for the first time illustrated by mark edward
geyer an alphabettery of anne rice s vampire chronicles gathers
together from all fifteen of the books in the series the facts details
story lines genealogies of her characters vampiric subjects
geographical influences and cultural and individual histories all of
which rice painstakingly researched and invented during her 40
year career to date through which she has enchanted and
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transported us here are concise detailed biographies of every
character no matter how central or minor to the cosmology
revealed are the intricacies and interconnectedness of characters
and subjects throughout we see how akasha queen of egypt and
the first vampire is connected to mekare the inheritor of the title
of the queen of the damned etc and how these characters connect
back to the darkest rebel outlaw of them all lestat de lioncourt and
we see as well the ways in which rice s vampires have evolved
from warring civilizations to isolated covens to a unified race of
blood drinkers led by their hero wanderer and sole monarch prince
lestat for devoted and first time anne rice readers alike an
alphabettery of anne rice s vampire chronicles will be the holy
grail of lore and revelation for those who have been and continue
to be mesmerized by the worlds within worlds of these beloved
tales of the undead

Anne Rice's Vampire Chronicles An
Alphabettery
2018-10-23

perennial bestseller anne rice fuses her two uniquely seductive
strains of narrative her vampire legend and her lore of the mayfair
witches to give us a world of classic deep south luxury and
ancestral secrets welcome to blackwood farm soaring white
columns spacious drawing rooms bright sun drenched gardens and
a dark strip of the dense sugar devil swamp this is the world of
quinn blackwood a brilliant young man haunted since birth by a
mysterious doppelgänger goblin a spirit from a dream world that
quinn can t escape and that prevents him from belonging
anywhere when quinn is made a vampire losing all that is rightfully
his and gaining an unwanted immortality his doppelgänger
becomes even more vampiric and terrifying than quinn himself as
the novel moves backwards and forwards in time from quinn s
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boyhood on blackwood farm to present day new orleans from
ancient athens to 19th century naples quinn seeks out the
legendary vampire lestat in the hope of freeing himself from the
spectre that draws him inexorably back to sugar devil swamp and
the explosive secrets it holds a story of youth and promise of loss
and the search for love of secrets and destiny blackwood farm is
anne rice at her mesmerizing best

Blackwood Farm
2002-10-29

in a new and major novel the creator of fantastic universes o
vampires and witches takes us now into the world of isaiah and
jeremiah and the destruction of solomon s temple to tell the story
of azriel servant of the bones he is ghost genii demon angel pure
spirit made visible he pours his heart out to us as he journeys from
an ancient babylon of royal plottings and religious upheavals to
europe of the black death and on to the modern world there he
finds himself amidst the towers of manhattan in confrontation with
his own human origins and the dark forces that have sought to
condemn him to a life of evil and destruction

Servant of the Bones
2010-11-17

lestat becomes a rock star

Vampire Lestat
1985-09-12

new york times bestseller in my dreams i saw a city fall into the
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sea i heard the cries of thousands i saw flames that outshone the
lamps of heaven and all the world was shaken at the novel s
centre the vampire lestat de lioncourt hero leader irresistible force
irrepressible spirit battling and ultimately reconciling with a
strange otherworldly form that has taken possession of his undead
body and soul this ancient and mysterious power and unearthly
spirit of vampire lore has all the force history and insidious reach
of the unknowable universe it is through this spirit previously
considered benign for thousands of vampire years and throughout
the vampire chronicles that we come to be told the hypnotic tale
of a great sea power of ancient times a mysterious heaven on
earth situated on a boundless continent and of how and why this
force came to build and rule the great legendary empire of
centuries ago that thrived in the atlantic ocean and as we learn of
the mighty powers of this lost kingdom of atalantaya the lost
realms of atlantis we come to understand its secrets and how and
why the vampire lestat indeed all the vampires must reckon so
many millennia later with the terrifying force of this ageless all
powerful atalantaya spirit

Prince Lestat and the Realms of
Atlantis
2017-07-13

new york times bestseller from the beloved author of the vampire
chronicles two seductive and mesmerizing novels linked by two
distinct creatures of the night in pandora fledgling vampire david
talbot chronicles the history of pandora a two thousand year old
vampire in vittorio the vampire set in fifteenth century renaissance
florence vittorio finds his world shattered when his entire family is
destroyed in an act of unholy violence and embarks on a
desperate quest for revenge
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New Tales of the Vampires
2011-05-25

brought up in renaissance florence vittorio finds his world
shattered when his entire family is destroyed in an act of unholy
violence and embarks on a desperate quest for revenge tormented
by his love for the mysterious vampire ursula and confronted by

Vittorio, the Vampire
1999-03-01

from internationally bestselling author and queen of the undead
anne rice the vampire chronicles continue with a riveting rich saga
part adventure part fairy tale of prince lestat and the story of how
he came to rule the vampire world from his meticulously restored
ancestral chateau high up in the mountains of france prince lestat
grapples to instil a new ideology of peace and harmony among the
blood drinking community accustomed to welcoming the undead
from far and wide one night he awakes to news of a ruthless
attack by a group of maverick blood drinkers after fleeing to
investigate the terror lestat learns of several new enemies who
despise his rule over the blood drinking realm and who are intent
on disrupting the harmony he tries so hard to maintain but is
lestat strong enough to take on such evil alone or will sacrifices
have to be made will his cry for peace be heard in a world riddled
with violence an enthralling spellbinding adventure that sweeps
from the snowy french mountains to the verdant wilds of louisiana
on to the far reaches of the pacific s untouched islands and back
to 18th century st petersburg blood communion will have readers
gripped to the very end it is not just a compelling tale of a troubled
leader but a novel about the power of ambition as well as a timely
reflection on the struggle of individuals to find and defend their
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place in the world

Blood Communion
2018-10-04

into the fabulous realm of sixteenth century mexico comes alfonso
martinez a spanish alchemist searching for the legendary aztec
gold with him is the silver skull of don sebastian de vilanueva
wizard vampire explorer of earths dark mysteries then the skull
falls into the hands of a virgin priestess the sensuous leader of an
aztec cult and in awesome scenes of occult ritual and bloody
human sacrifice don sebastian is brought back to life so begins
and unholy alliance as vampire and priestess join forces
summoning all the dread powers of evil at their command

The Silver Skull
2018-04-26

anne rice continues her astonishing vampire chronicles in a new
novel that begins where blackwood farm left off and tells the story
of lestat s quest for redemption goodness and the love of rowan
mayfair welcome back to blackwood farm here are all of the
brilliantly conceived characters that make up the two worlds of
vampires and witches mona mayfair who s come to the farm to die
and is brought into the realm of the undead her uncle julian
mayfair guardian of the family determined to forever torment
lestat for what he has done to mona rowan mayfair brilliant
neurosurgeon and witch who finds herself dangerously drawn to
the all powerful lestat her husband michael curry hero of the
mayfair chronicles who seeks lestat s help with the temporary
madness of his wife ash templeton a 5 000 year old taltos who has
taken mona s child and patsy the country western singer who
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returns to avenge her death at the hands of her son quinn
blackwood delightfully at the book s centre is the vampire lestat
once the epitome of evil now pursuing the transformation set in
motion with memnoch the devil he struggles with his vampirism
and yearns for goodness purity and love as he saves patsy s ghost
from the dark realm of the earthbound uncovers the mystery of
the taltos and unselfishly decides the fate of his beloved rowan
mayfair a story of love and loyalty of the search for passion and
promise blood canticle is anne rice at her finest

Blood Canticle
2003-10-28

follows the three century life of lestat from his boyhood in
eighteenth century france to his contemporary career as rock star
and vampire

The Vampire Chronicles Collection
2002

the clockwork vampires thirst for blood oil the land of falanor has
fallen the renegade hero kell is being hunted by the machine
vampires the vachine on his way to recruit reinforcements to
launch the counter attack the mighty hero finds himself the prey
of two beautiful but deadly vampire assassins their bronze fangs
are coming for him file under epic fantasy a land despoiled a
dangerous hero campire assassins blood oil

Soul Stealers
2010-10-26
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national bestseller rice allows her vampires to do what they do
best wreak havoc and evoke terror all while impeccably dressed
the washington post the vampire world is in crisis old vampires
roused from deep slumber in the earth are doing the bidding of a
voice commanding that they indiscriminately burn their kin in
cities across the globe from paris to mumbai hong kong to san
francisco left with little time to spare a host of familiar characters
including louis de pointe du lac armand and even the vampire
lestat must embark on a journey to discover who or what is driving
this mysterious being

Prince Lestat
2015-07-07

the vampire chronicles book 2

The Vampire Lestat
2004

in this terrifying novel from the phenomenally successful anne rice
the illustrious vampire lestat makes a faustian pact with devil
satan has come to new orleans with an enticing proposition under
the name memnoch this lord of darkness takes lestat on

The Vampire Chronicles
1977

ラムセスとジュリー ジュリーのもとの婚約者アレックス その父のラザフォード伯爵はエジプトに出かけていき ラムセスゆ
かりの地を訪ねてまわる 途中 カイロの博物館で偶然 身元不明のミイラを見かける それがかつての恋人クレオパトラなのが
わかったラムセスは こらえきれずに自分の持つ不死の霊薬をふりかけてしまう だが 生命を取り戻したクレオパトラは恐る
べき存在だった
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Memnoch the Devil
2010

rice is our modern messenger of the occult whose nicely updated
dark side passion plays twist and turn in true gothic form san
francisco chronicle in a gripping feat of storytelling anne rice
continues the extraordinary vampire chronicles that began with
the now classic interview with the vampire for centuries lestat
vampire hero enchanter seducer of mortals has been a courted
prince in the dark and flourishing universe of the living dead now
he is alone and in his overwhelming need to destroy his doubts
and his loneliness lestat embarks on the most dangerous
enterprise he has undertaken in all the years of his haunted
existence praise for the tale of the body thief tinged with mystery
full of drama the story is involving the twists surprising people fast
paced mesmerizing silkenly sensuous no one writing today
matches her deftness with the sensual the atlanta journal
constitution hypnotic masterful cosmopolitan

ザ・マミー
1997-02-15

the mother of all vampires akasha awakens after a 6 000 year
slumber when she hears lestat the vampire s music about her she
elevates herself to the level of the gods and vows to destroy lestat

The Tale of the Body Thief
1997-12-13

written with the co operation of anne rice this is a guide to the
historical and mythical background of the vampire chronicles all
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the characters plus pieces key events symbols and themes are
analyzed in this view of rice s supernatural realm

The Vampire Lestat
1998

when last the vampire lestat was seen he was rising from the dead
in present day new orleans to walk again among anne rice s
unforgettable undead now lestat lives again but in a twilight world
of music and memory his charismatic friend louis de pointe du lac
is tortured by the memory of the child vampire claudia whom he
loved and lost he calls on merrick young and gorgeous mixed race
by blow of the rich new orleans mayfair clan to save louis sanity
merrick must use her black witchcraft to call up the ghost of
claudia however dangerous this may be there are other mayfair
spirits who will not lie still and her search takes her close to the
edge through blood and terror ritual and violence sweeping from
new orleans to the brazilian jungle and the island of haiti this is
vampire literature at its most tantalising sexy and irresistible

Complete vampire chronicles
1993-09

more than 1 200 entries the vampire companion offers an
insightful exploration appreciation and interpretation of all the
characters and events names and places symbols and themes in
the five volumes of the vampire chronicles

The Vampire Companion
1995
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the hypnotic deeply seductive novels of anne rice have captivated
millions of fans around the world it all began a quarter of a century
ago with interview with the vampire now in one chilling volume
here are the first three classic novels of the vampire chronicles
interview with the vampire witness the confessions of a vampire a
novel of mesmerizing beauty and astonishing force it is a story of
danger and flight love and loss suspense and resolution and the
extraordinary power of the senses a magnificent compulsively
readable thriller anne rice begins where bram stoker and the
hollywood versions leave off and penetrates directly to the true
fascination of the myth the education of the vampire chicago
tribune the vampire lestat once an aristocrat from pre
revolutionary france now a rock star in the decadent 1980s lestat
rushes through the centuries seeking to fathom the mystery of his
existence his is a mesmerizing story passionate and thrilling
frightening sensual a psychological mythological sojourn anne rice
will live on through the ages of literature to read her is to become
giddy as if spinning through the mind of time san francisco
chronicle queen of the damned akasha the queen of the damned
has risen from a six thousand year sleep to let loose the powers of
the night she has a marvelously devious plan to save mankind in
this vivid novel of the erotic electrifying world of the undead with
the queen of the damned anne rice has created universes within
universes traveling back in time as far as ancient pre pyramidic
egypt and journeying from the frozen mountain peaks of nepal to
the crowded sweating streets of southern florida los angeles times

Merrick
2001

from internationally bestselling author and queen of the undead
anne rice the vampire chronicles continue with a riveting rich saga
part adventure part fairy tale of prince lestat and the story of how
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he came to rule the vampire world from his meticulously restored
ancestral chateau high up in the mountains of france prince lestat
grapples to instil a new ideology of peace and harmony among the
blood drinking community accustomed to welcoming the undead
from far and wide one night he awakes to news of a ruthless
attack by a group of maverick blood drinkers after fleeing to
investigate the terror lestat learns of several new enemies who
despise his rule over the blood drinking realm and who are intent
on disrupting the harmony he tries so hard to maintain but is
lestat strong enough to take on such evil alone or will sacrifices
have to be made will his cry for peace be heard in a world riddled
with violence an enthralling spellbinding adventure that sweeps
from the snowy french mountains to the verdant wilds of louisiana
on to the far reaches of the pacific s untouched islands and back
to 18th century st petersburg blood communionwill have readers
gripped to the very end it is not just a compelling tale of a troubled
leader but a novel about the power of ambition as well as a timely
reflection on the struggle of individuals to find and defend their
place in the world

Prince Lestat and the Realms of
Atlantis
2017-07

The Queen of the Damned
1997
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The Queen of the Damned
2005

The Vampire Companion
1995

The Vampire Chronicles Collection
2011-05-25

Blood Communion
2018-10-04
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